the particular novelistic universe which Tolstoy creates for us. In offering a rather different slant on Anna Karenina I don't, of course, claim to be completely innocent of instrumental or ideological concerns of my own. But I do claim to be attempting to define something of the peculiar power and effect of Tolstoy's writing in this novel in a way that tries first and foremost to honour the distinctive qualities of his art (as opposed to expounding his 'ideas') and the meanings inherent in it as opposed to the meanings which might be deduced from it.
In making this sort of claim I'm aware that I'm not, in general, offering to do much more than give a more limited version of the kind of detailed reading of the novel which Leavis put forward in his 1965 essay. I share Leavis's general sense of the nature of the novel's 'thinking' about life and concur with many of his particular judgements. Leavis makes use of Lawrence's essays on the distinctive nature of the novel as an art form to refine his own characterisation of both Anna Karenina and the novel in general as a particular form of thought. But perhaps Tolstoy's own defence of his art, reproduced in the introduction to the Penguin translation, is even more apposite:
In everything or almost everything I have written, I have been moved by the need to bring together ideas that are closely knit, in order to express myself, but each idea, expressed separately in words, loses its meaning, is enormously impoverished when removed from the network around it. This network itself is not made up of ideas (or so I think), but of something else, and it is absolutely impossible to express the substance of this network directly in words: it can be done only indirectly, by using words to describe characters, acts, situations.
3 Despite Leavis's eloquent and deeply engaged championing over the years of the unparaphrasable particularities of this way of thinking, his essay on Anna Karenina does seem to me to concentrate rather too exclusively on the sense in which the complex interrelationships between the various characters in the novel subserve an implicit search for 'the normative'. Leavis associates that search primarily with Levin and sees it as more or less unproblematically continuous with Tolstoy's life beyond the pages of the novel. I don't want to exclude this as an important part of the novel's significance. But I do want to argue that it is at least equally true that the novel gains its power from its seeming continually to come up against the reality of the unbridgeable differences between the characters it brings into relation with one another. Which, if we invoke Leavis's own sense of the tragic as associated with 'a kind of profound impersonality, in which experience matters … because it is what it is', 4 is another way of saying, perhaps, that Anna Karenina is more consistently tragic in its effect than any nineteenthcentury English novel. *** To turn now, then, to the significance of the title of my essay. There's a sense in which the greatness of Anna Karenina consists precisely in its resolute resistance to casting any particular moment or succession of moments as 'defining'. And far from being incidental to the novel it is, rather, of its very essence that it should, at the height of Anna and Karenin's negotiations over divorce, equably give us, too, Oblonsky formulating a joke about his part in facilitating that divorce (a joke that turns on the similarity between 'solution' and 'dissolution').
5 This embrace of the provisional, this resistance both to finality and to solemnity, along with a related resistance to the idea of any single character as constituting an 'answer' for any other character, is arguably one of the main things that distinguishes Anna Karenina from a comparable English novel of the period such as Middlemarch.
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After rejecting Levin and being rejected by Vronsky, for instance, Kitty is sent abroad and, in an understandable state of revulsion from male sexuality and from her own particular nature, initially finds herself attracted to Varenka's seemingly asexual charitable ministrations as a way of life which she might profitably imitate and grow into. Varenka seems to have experienced something of her own pain in having been reluctantly separated from a man with whom she has been in love. And she has, Kitty seems to feel, contrived to make a satisfyingly compensatory life for herself built on quiet independence, patient resignation, and charitable good works. Before long, however, Kitty begins to question Varenka's world. When inhabited by Kitty -and perhaps even when inhabited simply by Varenka -it is itself infected by the sexuality from which she had hoped to escape (a wife grows jealous of what she perceives as Kitty's over-solicitous attentions to her sick husband). And her father's ironies at the expense of Madame Stahl, 4 'Tragedy and the "Medium"', in The Common Pursuit (London 1958) Varenka's religiose 'aunt', together with Kitty's realisation that Varenka herself is not exactly as solemnly virtuous as she had imagined her to beVarenka surprises her by laughing at the Prince's jokes -soon lead Kitty to sense that Varenka's modestly selfless virtue is neither unequivocally 'selfless' nor permanently safe from the incursions of her own more demanding sexuality. What promised to be a potentially transformative moment (or series of moments) in Kitty's life ends up feeling rather more like a confirmation of Conrad's incidental remark that '[w]e can never cease to be ourselves'. 7 We can call this a defining moment in Kitty's life if we like, but the essence of what it defines is simply the difference between Kitty and Varenka.
So, too, Dolly, immersed in her own particular version of a state of reaction (in her case, from Oblonsky's incurable philandering), travels to Anna and Vronsky's estate toying with envy of Anna, imagining herself in her shoes and flirting with the idea of embarking on an affair of her own. And Anna responds to Dolly's characteristic warmth and generosity by offering in return her most communicative and most attractive self. Nevertheless, something eventually has to give and Dolly, confronted by somebody so different from herself, finds that she cannot go on idealising Anna and suspending judgement indefinitely. She cannot help being, and indeed prefers being, Dolly.
The intractable differences between the two women come to a head in their conversation about contraception, during which Anna confesses that her motive for practising contraception is to preserve her sexual attractiveness to Vronsky, since having any more children would diminish that attractiveness. Dolly is shocked as much by the egotism of Anna's argument as by the position it adopts on contraception. She herself cannot imagine not having the children which the practice of contraception might have prevented. She experiences anew the unbridgeable gap between Anna's life, lived now apart from 'society' and for love alone, and her own life, the meaning of which is inseparable from a set of duties, responsibilities, commitments and connections which have, to a large extent, been made for her, however willingly or unwillingly she might embrace them at any particular moment. No more than Kitty can Dolly cease to be herself.
And then, having been forced to surrender her illusion that she herself might become an Anna, Dolly returns home and, despite having just confessed to the coachman that Anna and Vronsky's life is not for her, proceeds fiercely to justify Anna and Vronsky to her friends and family with, as Tolstoy puts it, 'entire sincerity, forgetting the indefinite feelings of dissatisfaction and embarrassment she had experienced there'.
8 She is even found, later in the novel, once again imagining what it might be like to abandon Oblonsky and even her children. If we can never cease to be ourselves, those selves, Tolstoy seems always to be insinuating, are nevertheless never fixed or final, never fully defined by or in any particular moment.
There are a few sentences during the sublimely boyish chapters which give us the aftermath of Kitty's acceptance of Levin's proposal which could be said to encapsulate this seemingly unwavering commitment to temporality, this willing embrace of transience:
And what he then saw he never saw again. Two children going to school, some pigeons that flew down from the roof, and a few loaves put outside a baker's window by an invisible hand touched him particularly. These loaves, the pigeons, and the two boys seemed creatures not of this earth. It all happened at the same time; one of the boys ran after a pigeon and looked smilingly up at Levin; the pigeon flapped its wings and fluttered up, glittering in the sunshine amid the snow-dust that trembled in the air; from the window came the scent of fresh-baked bread and the loaves were put out. All these things were so unusually beautiful that Levin laughed and cried with joy. (I. 456-7)
You could argue that this moment of heightened perception in which objects and feelings seem somehow to coalesce, in which the world around one is experienced as a kind of unified whole, corresponds pretty closely to the visionary moment beloved of the English Romantic poets, that moment of transcendence which seems somehow to 'justify' life and requires constant revisiting in order to establish its permanent importance: Wordsworth's famous 'spots of time' come to mind. But in Tolstoy such a moment typically remains simply one moment among many. And it's specifically and even banally connected with the jubilant and excessive euphoria consequent upon Kitty's having agreed to marry Levin. Nor is there any desperate, wilful -or wistful (I'm thinking of Virginia Woolf -a great admirer of Tolstoy -and her desire 'to make of the moment something permanent' 9 ) -attempt to hold on to it for ever or transmute it into art. Simply, 8 The discussion of Dolly here is based on II. 194-237. The quotation can be found on p. 237. 9 I'm quoting here, of course, from To the Lighthouse, World's Classics (Oxford 1992) p. 218. a fidelity to the truth of the moment and its special and unique character even as the moment is allowed to pass: 'What he then saw he never saw again. ' The Penguin translators render this passage slightly differently:
And what he saw then, he afterwards never saw again. He was especially moved by children going to school, the grey-blue pigeons that flew down from the roof to the pavement, and the white rolls sprinkled with flour that some invisible hand had set out. These rolls, the pigeons and the two boys were unearthly beings. All this happened at the same time: a boy ran up to a pigeon and, smiling, looked at Levin; the pigeon flapped its wings and fluttered off, sparkling in the sun amidst the air trembling with snowdust, while the smell of baked bread wafted from the window as the rolls appeared in it. The first sentence is rhythmically and syntactically rougher in the Penguin than in the World's Classics version. In the second sentence, the Maudes' withholding of the main verb, their rendering of that verb as 'touched' rather than the more prosaic 'moved' (along with their placing of the adverb -'particularly' or 'especially' -after rather than before the verb), their use of the vaguely biblical 'loaves' rather than the mundane 'rolls', and their construing of the operation of the 'invisible hand' in the passive rather than the active voice all contrive to convey a greater sense of mystery than the Penguin translators allow. Even the indefinite article ('a few loaves' as opposed to 'the white rolls') helps the Maudes' cause, though the precision of their 'two children' (as opposed to 'children') -which somehow seems to attest the authenticity of the experience -seems cancelled out by their competitors' 'grey-blue pigeons' instead of their own, looser, 'some pigeons'. The more elevated register chosen by the Maudes seems, though, to persist in the next sentence: 'loaves' instead of 'rolls' once again, and 'seemed creatures not of this earth' rather than 'were unearthly beings', their 'unearthliness', paradoxically, intensified rather than diminished by 'seemed' in place of the Penguin 'were' and made more emphatically other-worldly by the more insistently negative 'creatures not of this earth'.
The different emphasis of the two translations, however, is made somewhat more problematic by the fourth sentence. 'It all' is more casual than 'all this'; 'one of the boys' is more prescriptive than 'a boy'; 'looked smilingly up at Levin' is less rhythmically charged than 'and, smiling, looked at Levin'; 'amid the snow-dust that trembled in the air' is more literal and less indeterminate than 'amidst the air trembling with snowdust'; and 'the loaves were put out' calls attention to the human agency involved in their appearance marginally more than the reflexive 'as the rolls appeared in it'. But 'fluttered up' is, on the other hand, more ethereal than 'fluttered off ', 'glittering' carries more poetic charge than 'sparkling'; and 'scent' is less quotidian than 'smell'. And, though the Penguin translators seemingly atypically opt for 'wept' rather than 'cried', the first part of their culminating sentence certainly seems to want to insist more emphatically than the Maudes' does on Levin's experience as having been, in the end, of this world rather than the other ('extraordinarily good' rather than 'unusually beautiful'). The Penguin translation does, then, seem, in this instance, to represent Tolstoy's Russian as rather more relaxed, more informal, less 'elegant' than it appears in the Maudes' version. That said, however, both the faint suggestion of the transcendent and a complementary persistent scepticism of such a possibility remain in both versions. The moment is re-enacted three times, unapologetically broken down repeatedly into its component parts even as its indivisibility is apparently being affirmed. To stick with the Maudes' translation for the moment: the 'invisible hand' of the first presentation foreshadows the 'creatures not of this earth' of the second, more summary presentation; but the 'invisible hand', which is part of what gives to the moment its other-worldly air, is almost retracted in the 'were put out' of the third presentation (though the passive form of the verb retains just enough of the 'invisible hand' to be consistent), even as the third presentation (in both translations) seems the most intent of the three on rendering the experience in all its resonant and mysteriously evocative detail. Even here, though, in the third presentation of the moment, the preliminary -or explanatory, if we take it as referring backwards rather than forwards -insistence that 'It all happened at the same time' seems somehow to be undermined by what follows. The orderly and syntactically balanced listing of the three components of the apparently unified experience as discrete parts of a seemingly chronological sequence works against the presentation of these parts as simultaneously apprehended. (And the use of 'while' in the final compound clause of the Penguin version doesn't exactly insist on simultaneity.) It's as if the truth of the opening, summary sentence -'And what he then saw he never saw again' -were being enacted in the very way the novel then proceeds to revisit the moment. Tolstoy's novelistic realism, committed as it is to faithfully embodying the experience of life lived in time, resists any impulse towards transcendence even as it re-enacts a moment the very point of which consists in its providing a temporary illusion of such a transcendence. 'What he then saw he never saw again' indeed. Dostoevsky, of course, did single out one moment in particular in Anna Karenina as transcendent and transformatively defining, the scene where the heroine is at death's door and the culprits and enemies are transformed into higher beings, into brothers forgiving one another everything -into beings who by mutual and complete forgiveness have freed themselves from falsehood, guilt, and crime, and thereby justified themselves with full consciousness that they have acquired a right to do so.
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But that kind of transfiguration is Dostoevsky's, not Tolstoy's.
Nevertheless, there is a sense in which something especially significant does seem to be being affirmed at the point in this scene at which Karenin is said to experience a feeling of forgiveness towards Anna and Vronsky:
Suddenly he felt that what he had taken for perturbation was on the contrary a blissful state of his soul, bringing him joy such as he had never before known. He was not thinking that the law of Christ, which all his life he had wished to fulfil, told him to forgive and love his enemies, but a joyous feeling of forgiveness and love for his enemies filled his soul. (I. 468; emphasis added) This distinction between 'thinking' and 'feeling' corresponds remarkably closely to the distinction between 'reflection' and 'feeling' at the heart of the famous passage in Middlemarch:
We are all of us born in moral stupidity, taking the world as an udder to feed our supreme selves: Dorothea had early begun to emerge from that stupidity, but yet it had been easier for her to imagine how she would devote herself to Mr Casaubon, and become wise and strong in his strength and wisdom, than to conceive with that distinctness which is no longer reflection but feeling -an idea wrought back to the directness of sense, like the solidity of objects -that he had an equivalent centre of self, whence the lights and shadows must always fall with a certain difference.
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Tolstoy's version of Eliot's 'equivalent centre of self ' comes in an earlier passage on Karenin which seems to bear directly on the forgiveness scene:
The idea that she might and should have her own independent life appeared to him so dreadful that he hastened to drive it away. That was the abyss into which he feared to look. To put himself in thought and feeling into another being was a mental action foreign to Karenin. (I. 162) It's hard not to feel that the forgiveness scene represents, at least in part, Tolstoy's attempt to imagine Karenin experiencing for the first (and only?) time in the novel the 'equivalent centre of self ' in another. And it's hard not to feel, too, that Karenin's experience is continuous with that of Tolstoy himself who is, as it were, here discovering the equivalent centre of self in the formidably consistent character which his at one and the same time merciless and merciful art has created. After all, there's a sense in which Karenin's desire to control Anna is analogous to just such a controlling impulse within Tolstoy himself in his creation of Anna, an impulse which his own desire for 'vengeance' struggles -for the most part successfully -to escape from throughout the novel.
But that said, Dostoevsky's 'mutual and complete forgiveness' seems so ludicrously remote from the complex reality of the scene which Tolstoy gives us that he might just as well have been reading -or writing -a different novel. There is Anna's painfully deluded idealisation of Karenin as a 'saint'; there is Vronsky's disturbingly abject sense of humiliation (which leads to his attempted suicide); and, before long, and arguably even tainting the feeling of forgiveness itself, there is Karenin's 'sense of joy and emotion at the greatness of his own humility' (I. 489). So that however temporarily 'transformative' this moment of apparently true feeling might be represented as being in the life of Karenin, it hardly qualifies as in any sense 'defining'. It belongs simply, to make use of the Lawrence whom Leavis draws on in his essay on Anna Karenina, to its own 'particular time, place and 11 Middlemarch, World's Classics (Oxford 1988) p. 173; emphasis added. circumstance' and cannot be generalised beyond that.
12 And this applies, too, to the moment towards the end of the novel when, to put it crudely, Levin gets religion.
Of course the shadow of death -which is final and absolute -does hang menacingly over these final chapters. And given what one knows of Tolstoy's life and opinions beyond the novel it can be hard not to think that Levin's new-found faith -formulated as 'to live for God and the soul' -is being offered as a generalizable 'answer', an irritable reaching after certainty. Even in the midst of death, however, we are, in Anna Karenina, constantly in life; and, in the context of the novel as a whole, Levin's seemingly definitive moment of illumination no more transcends the particular place and time to which it belongs than does Karenin's feeling of forgiveness. It's a moment of feeling peculiar to Levin rather than a general truth. And when Levin does start to try and make sense of it in general terms, asking himself the question of where his unexpected assent to the Christian faith leaves other religions, he quickly recognizes that he's falling into precisely the trap from which his individual experience of faith has temporarily rescued him. He's attempting to generalize something which can only ever be personally felt. Despite his newfound faith, he can't, as he himself says, stop quarrelling with Kitty and trying to resolve the insoluble problems connected with the workings of his estate. Levin, too, cannot for long escape from being himself. 13 * * * Which brings me to those moments in the novel which do seem more insistently to be concerned with the more permanent creation, definition, and affirmation of something like the conflicted self -or selves -of a particular character or characters, moments in which those characters seem, as it were, to be most fully and completely themselves. We can, I believe, identify in these moments a recurrent pattern of thinking about the nature of human life. And that thinking implicitly addresses the old philosophical problem of determinism versus free will which was felt particularly acutely by nineteenth-century writers affected by the intellectual climate of scientific materialism and evolutionary biology so frequently touched on in Anna Karenina. 14 12 The Lawrence formulation here comes from his essay on 'The Novel', repr. in Phoenix II, ed. Warren Roberts and Harry T. Moore (London 1968) p. 422. Leavis takes Arnold rather than Dostoevsky as his foil in discussing the 'forgiveness' scene, but my own reading of the scene closely follows his. 13 The discussion here is based on Book II, pp. 382-438. 14 Gillian Beer, Darwin's Plots: Evolutionary Narrative in Darwin, George Eliot, and Nineteenth-Century Fiction (London 1983), is, of course, relevant here. It's a pattern which operates both in the seeming domestic ordinariness of those marvellous chapters leading up to and dramatising Koznyshev's eventually aborted proposal of marriage to Kitty's friend Varenka and in the prolonged and troubled intensity of the chapters eventually issuing in Anna's last moments. And it arguably operates at its most fully tragic in the sustained and deeply considered thinking about Vronsky which takes place in the chapters leading up to and dramatising the fatal accident which occurs at the end of the famous horse race. I want to look first at Koznyshev and Varenka.
Though Levin has his doubts, most of Koznyshev and Varenka's friends seem to agree that they'd be well matched -both are serious-minded, principled individuals and they both have a past which includes a love-affair which was never realised (Koznyshev's lover died). Varenka is clearly attracted to Koznyshev and he to her, despite his previously settled determination to remain true to the memory of his dead lover. All seems to be leading irresistibly to a proposal of marriage on the part of Koznyshev, particularly when the two are left to themselves -apart from the presence of the Oblonsky children -on a mushroom-gathering expedition. Both his feelings and his reason (which he here exercises at some length) seem to be leading Koznyshev towards a proposal, and 'throwing away his cigar' he goes 'towards' Varenka (who is at this moment light-heartedly 'defending some mushrooms from Grisha', Oblonsky's son) 'with resolute steps'. He rehearses in his mind exactly what he is going to say to her. Both characters seem tense with partly suppressed excitement, glad in one another's company, and our anticipation of the seemingly inevitable outcome, though more pleasurable than theirs perhaps, mimics theirs.
Varenka points out to Masha another small mushroom cut across its firm pinkish crown by a dry blade of grass from beneath which it had sprung up. Varenka rose when Masha had picked the mushroom, breaking it into two white pieces. 'It reminds me of my childhood,' she added.
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The presence of the Oblonsky children on this occasion is at once natural and, somehow, meaningful, a meaningfulness which seems to find a way into the ambiguous syntax, which leaves it open as to whether Varenka or Masha has broken the mushroom into two. (The Penguin translation, though marginally different, reproduces this syntactical ambiguity.) Continuity -or the possibility of continuity -between past and present, child and adult, suffuses the golden haze and tranquil beauty enveloping the potential lovers. Koznyshev is seemingly touched by Varenka's entry into a world of memory and of feeling: one guesses that it evokes in him, too, past memories -the memory of his own boyhood, perhaps, or of the buried love which he has now determined to forsake. Such a moment of shared feeling ought, one feels, to precipitate his proposal. But he remains silent and Varenka, 'against her will, and as if by accident', possibly embarrassed that she might have given too much away, been too 'confessional', too 'emotional', switches from the mushroom as a facilitator of a shared world of childhood memory to the mushroom as more of a botanical fact: 'deep in the wood', where Koznyshev has been searching unsuccessfully, there are, she says, 'always fewer'. And Koznyshev, at once vexed and at the same time relieved by the retreat into prose, and both wanting and not wanting to bring Varenka back to the suppressed life of memory and feeling which they have in common, 'without wishing to', takes up the ball and begins to run with it -out of childhood and the possibility of reciprocated love and into mushrooms.
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He is given one last chance: they have 'gone still further from the children' and are now 'quite alone':
He repeated to himself the words with which he had intended to propose; but instead of those words some unexpected thought caused him to say:
'What difference is there between the white boleti and the birch-tree variety?' Varenka's lips trembled with emotion when she replied: 'There is hardly any difference in the tops, but only in the stems. ' And as soon as those words were spoken, both he and she understood that all was over, and that what ought to have been said would not be said, and their excitement, having reached its climax, began to subside.
'The stem of the birch-tree boletus reminds one of a dark man's beard two days old,' remarked Koznyshev calmly.
'Yes, that's true,' answered Varenka with a smile, and involuntarily the direction of their stroll changed. They began to return to the children. Varenka felt pained and ashamed, but at the same time she experienced a sense of relief.
Koznyshev when he got home and went again over all his reasons, came to the conclusion that at first he had judged wrongly. He could not be unfaithful to Marie's memory. That they have gone 'further from the children' at the moment of the final crisis and return to them as the crisis subsides seems marvellously pregnant with meaning: from the presence of the children as a springboard into a distant past which, when left alone, the two adults might make part of the present, to the presence of the children as a safe insulation from a dangerous world of untapped private feeling, having no bearing on an impersonal and adult discussion of the characteristics and properties of different varieties of mushrooms. From the glimpse of a personal world of feeling which both want to succumb to and both want to resist, they and we move to a more intellectual discussion which restores Koznyshev to his familiar world of abstract thought, enabling him retrospectively to justify his involuntary 'decision', and Varenka to a familiar and more comfortable role as forsaken lover which, though 'pained and ashamed', she embraces with 'a sense of relief '. The moment has passed and the pro- The more general question which is implicitly raised by this incident seems to be: 'Is it simply an accident that the proposal never eventuates or is it that one kind of apparent inevitability is replaced in this defining moment by another, unexpected but no less inevitable, inevitability?' Are we being led here -even as we're also being led in the direction of a different possibility -to the recognition that what transpires is an unavoidable function of two characters being, in this defining moment, most fully, most 'essentially' themselves, two characters who are at the opposite extreme from Kitty and Levin in this respect? (Though Levin's eccentric -if endearing -proposal, which involves Kitty's having to guess the meaning of various letters of the alphabet he writes down on a sheet of paper, arguably suggests that he nevertheless contains something of Koznyshev's 'intellectuality' within himself.) Is what happens 'inevitable' or 'accidental', 'determined' or 'free'?
Before attempting to deal with what I believe to be the moment which contains the novel's most complete answer to this kind of question -the horse race -I just want to touch on the way in which the kind of pattern I've tried to identify in Koznyshev and Varenka seems to lie, too, behind Tolstoy's dramatisation both of Anna's suicide and of the twists and turns of thought leading up to it. John Bayley singles out the moment when, on her way to the station, Anna 'sees outside a shop on the street a hairdresser's name which strikes her as comical, and she thinks she will tell Vronsky'. As Bayley puts it: 'Tolstoy makes us feel that if anything could have saved Anna it would have been her own sense of the comedy and absurdity of life, and the simple wish to share a joke with her lover.' 17 Tolstoy seems indeed to want to allow for the possibility of Anna's being 'saved' right up to her very last moments, the will to life struggling with the will to death till the very end:
Suddenly remembering the man who had been run over the day she first met Vronsky, she realized what she had to do. Quickly and lightly descending the steps that led from the water-tank to the rails, she stopped close to the passing train. She looked at the bottom of the trucks, at the bolts and chains and large iron wheels of the slowly-moving front truck, and tried to estimate the middle point between the front and back wheels, and the moment when that point would be opposite her.
'There!' she said to herself, looking at the shadow of the truck on the mingled sand and coal dust which covered the sleepers. 'There, into the very middle, and I shall punish him and escape from everybody and from myself !' She wanted to fall half-way between the wheels of the front truck, which was drawing level with her, but the little red handbag which she began to take off her arm delayed her, and then it was too late. The middle had passed her. She was obliged to wait for the next truck. A feeling seized her like that she had experienced when preparing to enter the water in bathing, and she crossed herself. The familiar gesture of making the sign of the cross called up a whole series of girlish and childish memories, and suddenly the darkness, that obscured everything for her, broke, and life showed itself to her for an instant with all its bright past joys. But she did not take her eyes off the wheels of the approaching second truck, and at the very moment when the mid-way point between the wheels drew level, she threw away her red bag, and drawing her head down between her shoulders threw herself forward on her hands under the truck, and with a light movement as if preparing to rise again, immediately dropped on her knees. And at the same moment she was horror-struck at what she was doing. 'Where am I? What am I doing? Why?' She wished to rise, to throw herself back, but something huge and relentless struck her on the head and dragged her down. 'God forgive me everything!' she said, feeling the impossibility of struggling. … A little peasant muttering something was working at the rails. The candle, by the light of which she had been reading that book filled with anxieties, deceptions, grief, and evil, flared up with a brighter light than before, lit up for her all that had before been dark, flickered, began to grow dim, and went out for ever. (II. 380-1) 17 Preface to the Penguin edn., p. ix.
The last sentence (in both the Penguin and World's Classics versions) is about as rhetorical as Tolstoy gets in Anna Karenina. And the move to the general -which has its own kind of power -is understandable, given that this is the very last 'defining moment' of the character around whom the novel is organised. In many ways Anna's character is more fluid, variable, and unpredictable than that of any other of the novel's chief protagonists. But even from her very first introduction, Anna does, as the novel's tragic centre, seem to carry something of an additional burden. The space she is allowed to inhabit, though more extensive than that of any other character, does not always, all the same, seem quite as 'infinite' as theirs. And she alone -along with Vronsky -has really 'bad dreams'.
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Whatever significance one chooses to ascribe to the notorious French-speaking peasant with the ragged beard who occurs in Anna and Vronsky's dreams and who seems to have some connection with the watchman, run over by a train, whom Anna sees on her first introduction into the novel, he does seem to function as a harbinger of her eventual doom. A dream which, in its most significant details, is dreamed both by Anna and by Vronsky does seem to be a bit too bad to be true. And Tolstoy starts gathering up the threads of this foreshadowing of seemingly inevitable doomthe train, the man who was run over, the meeting with Vronsky consequent upon the conversation with his mother on the train (and, by extension, the place of Serezha in Anna's tragic story), the whole operation of the past in the present -at the beginning of the passage I have just quoted, seeming to confirm the reliability of the portent in the final glimpse of 'a little peasant muttering something … working at the rails'.
At the same time, however, the interpretation of the watchman and/or the peasant as an 'omen' does seem to be made deliberately problematic. It is, quite specifically, Anna -who, as her friend Betsy remarks, is 'inclined to take things too tragically'(I. 338) -who interprets the dead man she has seen at the station as an 'omen' (I. 73). And Anna's own interpretationwithin her dream -of the first recorded occurrence of the peasant in her dreams is demonstrably mistaken: she takes it as foreshadowing her death in childbirth (I. 410). Besides, in giving us on more than one occasion an actual -as opposed to a dream -peasant with features corresponding pretty closely to those of the peasant in Anna's nightmare, the novel does seem to be insisting on something like a comprehensible relation between Anna's daytime world and the world of her nightmares. And in telling us, on the last occasion on which she dreams of the peasant, that Anna has had this dream 'even before her union with Vronsky' (II. 361) Tolstoy seems to be suggesting that the dream should be taken as an indication of something deeply embedded in Anna's particular nature rather than as a generalisable predictor of her inevitably tragic end or a punishment for her 'crime'. In a novel which can hardly be said to be sympathetic to late nineteenth-century dabblings in the occult we might justifiably feel that 'omens' ought to be treated with some degree of scepticism. After all, Anna's interpretation of the dead watchman as an omen follows pretty hard upon a discussion of spiritualism; and the Countess Lydia Ivanovna's conveniently pliable 'medium' does what she wants him to not all that long before Anna's death. This, surely, is part of the 'network' (as Tolstoy calls it in his defence of his art) surrounding the appearance of the peasant.
And when one looks at the details of Anna's final moments it would seem that even here Tolstoy is drawing our attention to another possible outcome to Anna's story -just as he does in the mushroom-picking episode which features Koznyshev and Varenka. Anna's 'little red handbag' -an object which has accumulated, by now, a good deal of weight in relation to Anna's 'character'
19 -initially very nearly succeeds in 'accidentally' thwarting her suicide. And her girlish gesture of making the sign of the cross (one 'omen' fighting with another) similarly very nearly has the effect of dragging her back from the brink. Even as Anna finally commits herself to her end she draws back from it, 'horror-struck at what she was doing'. Her moment of extinction is almost contemporaneous with her desire to continue the struggle. Her death might be inevitable but Tolstoy seems to be insisting that it is not, all the same, necessarily so.
But the finest balance between possibility and inevitability -or between two possible inevitabilities -can be found, I believe, in the horse race and the chapters leading up to it. If we were reading Anna Karenina for the first time, it would be possible to read the sequence of chapters which precedes the race itself as not all that much more than a chronological sequence of events, a credibly particular narrative with no meaning beyond itself, as it were. And even when we read it in the full or partial knowledge of what is coming we experience the sequence as almost equally balanced between potential triumph and potential disaster.
The unsettling effect of the letter from Vronsky's mother and note from his brother insisting that they need to discuss his relationship with Anna is offset by the way in which, along with Anna's unexpected announcement of her 19 Gareth Jones discusses this and other 'omens' in his introduction to the 1995 World's Classics edition of Anna Karenina. And the meaning of the 'little red handbag', like the meaning of the peasant, has attracted many eager interpreters, too numerous to list here. pregnancy, it goads Vronsky into committing himself to his and Anna's future together (though, admittedly, Anna's refusal to discuss that future is disturbing); the shadow which Anna's son Serezha casts over her and Vronsky's 'affair', and the indefinable feeling of revulsion which Vronsky experiences in this connection, are compensated by the fact that on this occasion Serezha is not present and Vronsky has Anna to himself; the unwelcome downpour (Frou-Frou, one gathers, is not a wet-track specialist) gives way to welcome sunshine; the Englishman Cord, who knows his horses, thinks Makhotin's Gladiator is stronger than Frou-Frou but Vronsky is the better rider; the hurried visit to Anna and then to the horse-dealer Bryansky (whom Vronsky has honourably promised to pay before the race) makes Vronsky dishonourably late for the race meeting but not for his own race, with Cord assuring him there is nothing to worry about; Vronsky's uncharacteristic neglect of Frou-Frou's training and the finer details of her saddling -because of his being preoccupied with Anna -seem relatively insignificant, given that, in Vronsky's absence, the horse has been well prepared by Cord, an expert trainer, and is judged by Vronsky to be in the very best condition; though Vronsky might seem to have been unsettled by his hurried visit to Anna and what transpires during it, Tolstoy assures us before the race begins that he has not lost his self-control and is looking forward to seeing Anna after the race; and, despite Frou-Frou's being fidgety before the race other horses are misbehaving too and, during the race, Vronsky seems to be following the advice which Cord has given him beforehand about how to handle the horse: 'Don't hold back or urge on your horse at an obstacle. Let her have her own waylead if you can but do not despair till the last moment if you are behind.' Yashvin's bet on Vronsky winning the race seems somehow to encapsulate our conflicting expectations of his chances. As a notoriously lucky gambler Yashvin seems once again to be onto a sure thing. But are we to think that Yashvin's having made a killing the night before militates against the possibility of his winning once again? Or is the whole point about lucky gamblers that they seem consistently to defy the odds? 20 The sustained excitement of the race itself becomes the ultimate expression of these finely poised, conflicting possibilities. It's a case where the 20 This discussion of the events leading up to the horse race draws on I. 198-222. Yashvin's bet on Vronsky seems to be deliberately echoed in Kitty and Levin's playing the 'will-he-won't-he' game with flower petals in the lead-up to Koznyshev's aborted proposal. Levin cheats by pulling off two petals at once. Kitty complains, and Levin agrees not to count 'the tiny one' but, perhaps for the sake of preserving marital harmony, the novel on this occasion doesn't tell us if a result is eventually reached. Serendipitously, even the translators seem at odds on this one: the Penguin translation has Levin protesting that 'the little one doesn't count' (p. 561) rather than agreeing not to count the little one. Not knowing Russian, I'll settle for an each-way bet. straightforward excitement of a well-told story -and this must surely be the most exciting horse race in literature -seems completely at one with the larger emotional, intellectual, and moral meanings and effects of that story. And Tolstoy's telling of the story at this point embodies his art at both its most artless and its most artful. The introductory paragraph is both a straightforward description of the course and a foreshadowing of the race itself: we learn that the 'Irish bank', the sixth of nine obstacles, is 'one of the most difficult'; and, almost unconsciously, we register that, with that successfully cleared and a lead secured, the race is as good as won. The three false starts make us a little uneasy but, with the race at last under way, we settle down to enjoy it, with most of us, I imagine, like most of the imagined spectators, anxious to witness a Vronsky victory but nevertheless vaguely disturbed by the succession of events leading up to the race. Frou-Frou begins in a way which pulls our feelings first one way and then the other: being 'excited and over-nervous' she loses ground at the start; but we're already familiar with her highly strung nature, and almost immediately Gladiator seems to have become her only serious competitor. But is Vronsky disobeying Cord's advice in holding Frou-Frou back as she tugs at the reins? Or did that advice apply only to how to handle her when she reaches an obstacle? 21 To continue in this way would be to risk substituting a summary of the effect of Tolstoy's writing for the experience which that writing embodies: the 'substance' of Tolstoy's rendering of the race itself, to adapt his own account of his art, quoted earlier, 'is not made up of ideas … but of something else', a something rendered 'indirectly' in the way the race unfolds. But in a general kind of way we can see this 'substance' here in terms of something poised precariously but completely convincingly between one inevitability and another, between the inevitability of Vronsky's triumph and the inevitability of his defeat. And it is integral to the way in which the race acts out these opposing inevitabilities that Vronsky should be felt as having secured victory at the very moment in which he has, as it turns out, fallen.
Vronsky clears the Irish bank successfully, in the lead, and, with a wonderfully inevitable appropriateness, Yashvin's voice is heard above the voices of other friends from Vronsky's regiment, standing at the obstacle and urging him on. But Gladiator has cleared the obstacle too and is hard on Frou-Frou's heels. 'Only three jumps to come', we think, and almost immediately find that there are in fact only two: one of the last two water jumps before the final dry ditch has, it would seem, already been cleared, so relatively insignificant is any detailed mention of such an impediment to 21 Quotations here are from I. 223.
Vronsky's victory. But is Vronsky overreaching himself in 'not even looking' at this last water jump, 'hoping to win by a distance' and 'working the reins with a circular movement, raising and dropping the mare's head in time with her stride'? Frou-Frou, after all, is now at her limit. And then we are immediately reassured by Vronsky's knowledge that 'her reserve of strength was more than enough for the remaining five hundred yards'. She leaps the ditch 'as if she did not notice it, seeming to fly across it like a bird'. And 'at that very moment Vronsky, to his horror, felt that something terrible had happened'. Frou-Frou has not, in fact, cleared the ditch at all; she has fallen; and Vronsky 'without knowing it', has 'made the unpardonable mistake of dropping back in his saddle and pulling up her head':
Vronsky was touching the ground with one foot. He scarcely had time to free his leg before Frou-Frou fell on her side, and snorting heavily and with her delicate damp neck making vain efforts to rise, began struggling on the ground at his feet, like a wounded, fluttering bird. Owing to Vronsky's awkward movement she had dropped her hind legs and broken her back. But he only understood this much later. Now he only saw that Makhotin was quickly galloping away, while he, reeling, stood alone on the muddy, stationary ground; before him, breathing heavily, lay Frou-Frou, who, bending her head toward him, gazed at him with her beautiful eyes. Still not understanding what had happened, Vronsky pulled at the reins. The mare again began to struggle like a fish, causing the flaps of the saddle to creak; she got her front legs free, but unable to lift her hind-quarters, struggled and immediately again fell on her side.
His face distorted with passion, pale and with quivering jaw, Vronsky kicked her with his heel in the belly and again pulled at the reins. But she did not move and, nuzzling the ground, only looked at her master with eloquent eyes.
'Ah, ah ah!' groaned Vronsky, seizing his head. 'Ah! What have I done?' he exclaimed. 'The race lost! And the fault mine -shameful and unpardonable. And this dear, unfortunate mare ruined! Ah! What have I done!' Onlookers, a doctor, an attendant, and officers of his regiment ran toward him.
To his regret he felt that he was himself sound and unhurt. The mare had broken her back, and it was decided to shoot her. Vronsky was unable to reply to questions or to speak to anyone. He turned away and, without picking up the cap that had fallen from his head, left the racecourse without knowing where he was going. He felt miserable. For the first time in his life he experienced the worst kind of misfortune -one that was irretrievable, and caused by his own fault.
Yashvin overtook him with his cap and led him home, and in half an hour Vronsky came to himself. But the memory of that steeplechase long remained the most painful and distressing memory of his life.
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There's a sense in which the whole of Vronsky's character and story is concentrated in this race, including his very last appearance towards the end of the novel, on his way to war, a broken man, not caring whether he lives or dies. The horse race distils his love of Anna, his pride in his own body, his sense of honour, his ambition, his confidence of success, his genuine love of a fine horse and his vulnerability, the susceptibility to shame which is the other side of his sense of honour, his over-confidence, the precarious instability of his relationship with Anna. And Vronsky's guilt, his ambition, his feeling of shame, his love of Anna, and his affection for his horse combine in his attributing the disaster entirely to himself.
From this point of view Vronsky's 'character' determines both the fall itself and Vronsky's response to it. And that character is itself felt both as determined by the events and actions that lead up to the race and as itself determining those events. But -to take one tiny detail from Book I, part II, chapter xix: is it 'inevitable' or 'accidental' that the 'plump officer' should enter the regimental mess at the point at which Vronsky is having breakfast? Or that Vronsky should irritably respond to that officer's jocular taunts about his weight by ordering a glass of sherry (I. 199)? And do either of these things, however infinitesimally, affect the outcome of the horse race?
Questions of this kind are essentially unanswerable because the details mentioned, however trivial, become part of a sequence which we experience as simultaneously accidental and inevitable, free and determined. And to go along with Vronsky himself in attributing the 'blame' for what happens entirely to him would be to ignore the way in which the response which the race itself elicits from a reader goes beyond any question of individual culpability. Frou-Frou herself, excited by the fact that Gladiator is in front, earlier jumps too soon and clips the barrier with her hoof: the 'character' of Frou-Frou equally plays its part in determining the outcome of the race (I. 224). As Makhotin gallops away to victory, the 'stationary' ground on which Vronsky is inconsolably fixed is described as 'muddy'. Are we being reminded, almost imperceptibly, of the part played by the rain in determining the result? Isn't there a sense in which we read the chapter simply as a particular, unpredictable, and 'accidental' series of events? which seem at one and the same time to be made by us and to have been made for us. Like George Eliot, Tolstoy seems at times to want to insist on something like 'free', conscious moral choice as occupying the space between two competing inevitabilities. 24 But defining moments such as the horse race in fact represent 'free will' and 'determinism' as part of a single, indissoluble and interrelated whole: there is no space between. And even Eliot implicitly undermines her own hankering after a morality independent of the circumstances in which it is exercised and by which it is brought into being in her most sustained thinking, in Daniel Deronda, about the issues which Tolstoy embodies so unforgettably in the horse race. As she writes of Gwendolen Harleth, on the point of consenting to marry Grandcourt:
She seemed to herself to be, after all, only drifted towards the tremendous decision: -but drifting depends on something besides the currents, when the sails have been set beforehand.
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In the very act of seeming to distinguish between the 'determined' and the 'free', the conscious and the unconscious, 'drifted' and 'drifting', Eliot's prose draws back from the distinction and conflates them: has Gwendolen set the sails 'beforehand' or have they been set for her by a process beyond her conscious knowledge? Vronsky's comparable act of 'free choice' is at once determined by everything that precedes it and in turn determines what comes after it. And it is part of Vronsky's 'character' precisely because it is at the same time part of a whole sequence of 'events' which at once forms that character and is formed by it. Even the very word 'determined' contains this kind of irreducible complexity within itself, its active sense clashing with its passive. 26 The 'inevitable' is simply the 'accidental' looked at from a different point of view. 'In my beginning is my end' writes the poet 24 See e.g. I. 114: 'She was afraid of giving way to these delirious thoughts. Something seemed to draw her to them, but she had the power to give way to them or to resist.' Or: 'It evoked both in Vronsky and in Anna a feeling such as a sailor might have who saw by the compass that the direction in which he was swiftly sailing diverged widely from the right course but was quite unable to stop, and felt that every moment was taking him farther and farther astray, and that to acknowledge to himself that he was diverging from the right direction was tantamount to acknowledging that he was lost' (I. 210), There's clearly an overlap here with the passage from Daniel Deronda, which I go on to quote. 25 Daniel Deronda, ed. Terence Cave (Harmondsworth 1995) p. 303. 26 C. K. Stead makes this same point about the fruitful ambiguity of the word 'determined', and, more generally, about the unsatisfactoriness of an implied opposition between the 'determined' and the 'free', in his fine autobiographical memoir South-West of Eden (Auckland 2010) pp. 274-6. And I don't mean to imply that he is alone in this respect.
T. S. Eliot. And in these defining moments either of concentrated intensity (such as Anna's suicide or the horse race) or seemingly more relaxed but no less charged familiarity (such as the mushroom-picking episode) Tolstoy the novelist adds -'and at every discrete but related, intermediate stage in between'. 'In my end is my beginning.'
